Fishing Gear Category and Corresponding Gears

adapted to the EU regulation on the common organisation of markets in fishery and aquaculture products (No 1379/2013), basis for labeling remains the original EU regulation

MANDATORY INFORMATION (CATEGORY)
more detailed information (corresponding gears)

TRAOWLS
- Pelagic trawls
- Bottom trawls
- Bottom otter trawls
- Bottom pair trawls
- Otter twin trawls
- Conventional beam trawls
- Pulse trawls
- Light beam trawls (shrimps)
- Heavy beam trawls (flatfish)
- Light pulse trawls (shrimps)
- Heavy pulse trawls (flatfish)

SURROUNDING NETS AND LIFT NETS
- Purse seines
- Lampara nets
- Boat operated lift nets
- Shore-operated stationary lift nets
- Portable (hand) lift nets
- Danish seines
- Scottish seines
- Pair seines
- Boat dredges
- Hand dredges used on board a vessel
- Mechanised dredges including suction dredges
- Pumps
- Cast nets
- Cover pots
- Harpoons

SEINES
- Beach seines
- Boat seines
- Falling gear
- Grappling and wounding

DREDGES
- Harvesting machines
- Falling gear
- Grappling and wounding
- Cast nets
- Cover pots
- Harpoons

GILLNETS AND SIMILAR NETS
- Set nets
- Encircling gillnets
- Drift nets
- Combined trammel and gillnets
- Fixed gillnets (on stakes)
- Set (anchored) gillnets
- Trammel nets

HOOKS AND LINES
- Hand lines and pole lines
- Longlines
- Stationary uncovered pound nets
- Hand lines and pole lines (hand operated)
- Hand lines and pole lines (mechanised)
- Troll lines
- Set longlines
- Longlines (drifting)

POTS AND TRAPS
- Pots (traps)
- Fyke nets
- Stow nets
- Barriers, fences, weirs, corrals
- Aerial traps
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